Provincial and Zone Team Player Selection Process

Basketball BC HP Committees has developed the following Player Selection procedure that must be followed for the selection of players to provincial or zone teams. This process offers an equitable and fair opportunity to all participants attempting to become a member of a Provincial or Zone Team.

Selection Procedure:
- The Selection Committee Chairperson or Zone Team Head Coach will direct each meeting.
- Meetings should occur at the end of every 2 - 3 hr camp training component
- There must be list of the players at each meeting.
- A brief record of comments made regarding each player should be kept cumulatively.
- Each player is graded on their performance after each session of the camp, and is given one of three designations:
  - a (+) indicating positive performance
  - an (O) indicating neutral performance
  - a (-) indicating performance poor performance
- On each subsequent meeting players may be moved from one category to another but can only be moved one position at a time i.e.:
  - A player can move from (-) to (O), from (O) to (+), from (+) to (O), and from (O) to (-);
  - A player cannot move two groups i.e. from (-) to (+) or from (+) to (-).
- If needed an additional method of assessing players is to compare them by position and rank them in descending order based on their comparative performance.

Provincial Tryouts:
- U15 Provincial Team Selection Process has 3 parts to the final selection
  - Regional Identification Camps - Players are identified to move onto Provincial Supercamp
  - Provincial Supercamp - consists of a tryout and selection camp
    - Tryout camp (Friday and Saturday sessions) - Players are assessed to be moved on the Selection camp
    - Selection camp (Sunday session) - Players are selected onto the provincial team based on their performance in both the Supercamp and Selection Camp
- U17 Provincial Team Selection Process is a 2-part procedure
  - Provincial Supercamp - consists of a tryout and selection camp
    - Tryout camp (Friday and Saturday sessions) - Players are assessed to be moved on the Selection camp
    - Selection camp (Sunday session) - Players are selected onto the provincial team based on their performance in both the Supercamp and Selection Camp
Zone Team Tryouts
- Zone team Selection Process is a 1 part procedure
  - Zone team tryout can occur on 1 day or split over 2 or 3 days.

Provincial Team Selection Process:
- Each coach at the Supercamp acts as a member of the selection committee to help determine athletes to be moved onto Selection camp.
- The Selection Camp Committee will meet on Day 3 to finalize the team roster. This Committee will take input from all coaches and is comprised of Selection Committee Chair, Basketball BC Manger of High Performance and Provincial Team Head Coach.
- The exceptions to include the following:
  - Apprentice coaches may have oral input in the selection process but may not vote for players;
  - Coaches may not comment on their son/daughter, if they attend the camp, or on a player that the coach currently is coaching in either school or club teams.

Post Camp procedure:
- All participants in the Selection Camp must be informed of the results of the camp within 48 hrs of the completion of Camp.
- Coaches are encouraged to give personal feedback to each of the players at Selection camp. This can be done via Face to Face or through email

Program Contacts:
Girls Provincial Teams – Shuan McGuinness, Manager, Girls High Performance and Provincial Coach
Boys Provincial Teams – Joe Enevoldson, Manager, Boys High Performance and Technical Director
Zone Teams – Stephanie Rudinsky, Manager, Youth Programs and Special Events